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MTA6328 secure http provisioning configurations 
Note: letter case is important.  is enter/carriage return key. 

Prepare the encrypted MTA config file 

1. Follow the instructions stated in Appendix InnoMedia RC4_102 utility readme This is 
proprietary encryption/decryption utility used for MTA6328. 

2. Save the encrypted file to the target storage location at the provisioning server. 

MTA6328 configuration:  

Choose Target Provisioning Mode. (HTTP Provisioning) 

1. Telnet to the MTA system 
2. Enter command Me  
3. Enter command 2  followed by y  

4. Enter provisioning mode: 9768  
5. Choose to store the changes permanently. Enter y  
6. Reboot the system. Enter R followed by y. 

Configure the MTA provisioning parameters 

1. Enter Pv mode (Prompt is not shown) with the command sequence: Pv    
2. Enter command c  4 followed by the new 32 byte encryption key (Sometimes 

SecHTTP_Prov> prompt is not shown) 
3. Make sure that you input all necessary parameters using command c 1 , c   2  

and et-cetera. 

4. Save change enter command w . This also quits the Pv mode! (Prompt is not shown) 
5. If you quit Pv mode by entering command q and you have not entered the w your 

changes are lost! 

6. Force provisioning process: enter command Pr  (Prompt is not shown) 

Note: There are not always  prompts!!! It is necessary to reconfirm the input and taken. 

 For example after you enter the new 32 byte encryption key . There isn't always 

a prompt to let you know that you are at SecHTTP_Prov> level in the menu structure. 
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 There isn't a prompt at the root level of the command structure (where you enter Pv) 

To force provisioning process. 

1) Enter Pr mode (Prompt is not shown): Pr    

To confirm the encryption key is input and taken correctly. 

1) Enable the MTA debug mode: D1            ( D followed by a digit one ) 
2) Enter the level you want to trace: Tl              (T followed by a lower case L)  
3) Enter a number: 60   ( I usually put 50 for sip messages and 60 for more detailed 

system info) 

4) Show the encryption key:  Pv          (example as follows) 

5) After you finish debug, type : D0  ( D followed by a digit zero ) 
The following image shows the encryption key for decrypting the downloaded config file.  
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InnoMedia RC4_102 utility readme 
Utility – rc4_102.exe 
Format: rc4_102 mac key input-file ['out-prefix'] [logfile] 
 
rc4_102 001099001122 1234567890qwertyuiop1234567890as MTA_sample_config.txt MTA 
Config File MTA001099001122.cfg create successfully 

 


